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Differentia Consulting

…making the difference

Helping you leverage your BI, Reporting, ERP, and Data to deliver
Operational Excellence and Competitive Advantage securely, as part of the solution.

Contact



















Differentia Consulting

Welcome, please explore our sites pages or the BI, Reporting, and ERP solutions menus, or click on the buttons, and links, to get an overview of the solutions that we provide. Our contact details are at the top and bottom of every page. We look forward to hearing from you to see how we can help make a difference.

Talk to us about migrating to Qlik Cloud

If you would like to book time to discuss your requirements you can do this also: Speak to one of our consultants

Upcoming Events

	Qlik Insurtech Insights Community Breakfast Club – 8th May 2024
	BI and Analytics Regional Meetups 2024
	Insurtech Insights Europe 2024 – March 20-21


Events

Latest News

	Qlik Announces Acquisition of Mozaic Data to Simplify Data Management
	Differentia Consulting announce Harmony for Qlik
	Differentia Consulting and ancoreSoft Announce Partnership


News

Latest Articles

	Migrate to Qlik Cloud – Tools Required
	Tool Up Your Qlik Estate in 2024
	Tangent Works InstantML for Sustainability


Articles

Solution Focus Areas

	Qlik
	#SmarterBI
	JD Edwards
	Alteryx
	GRC
	Cyferd






Differentia Consulting
Consulting Services

Our BI Reporting and ERP consulting services teams support the changing needs of your; back office, operational, digital transformation, data integration, and business-as-usual needs for a secure data pipeline that drives intelligent data analytics; supporting cloud, on-premise, and hybrid deployments.

Differentia Consulting offers BI managed services to its clients, for strategic or business critical engagements. We offer flexibility, whilst helping to maintain the availability of key services whilst keeping service costs to a minimum.

Enterprise BI

Find out more




Qlik
Popular Qlik Services:

	Qlik Consulting Services
	QlikView Training, Qlik Sense Training and NPrinting Training
	Qlik Managed Services (QlikView and Qlik Sense)
	Qlik Support and Customer Care


Introducing Qlik

With the combined Qlik Data Analytics and Qlik Data Integration cloud platform, businesses can take insight to the edges of their organization, enabling every business user to do their jobs smarter and faster than ever. Even within a world of hyperautomation Qlik can help you build and deploy a Digital/Data Twin of your Organisation. Qlik enables timely data for all users to create tailored insights across all processes that meet their unique business needs and timelines. These can be enhanced with the addition of Qlik intelligent data-driven alerts and automations.

Experience the Associative Difference™

Qlik’s innovative, associative technology frees you from the limitations of query-based tools. The Qlik Analytics Associative engine brings together all your data and lets you freely explore it in any direction you want, with no data left behind and no path uncovered. That’s the Associative Difference™.

Qlik Cloud Migration – Reporting First

As Qlik migrates its customers to Cloud, Differentia Consulting has partnered with ancoreSoft to offer the ability to migrate reporting first, using ancoreShare enhanced reporting for Qlik. Combined with our Qlik Migration and Management platform Harmony for Qlik we are uniquely positioned to help migrate your Qlik estate.

Differentia Consulting is a UK-based Qlik partner, a global award-winning, Qlik Elite Solution Provider offering a platinum level of service. Delivering Qlik Solutions, Software & Services to 500+ clients and Qlik OEM partners, most are users of tier one ERP/CRM systems namely; Oracle, SAP, Salesforce.com as well as Microsoft-based technologies.

Visit our Qlik site Try Qlik for FREE




Smarter.BI
Featured Smarter.BI Applications

	Smarter.JDE – For Oracle JD Edwards customers
	Smarter.EBS – For Oracle EBS customers
	Smarter.PMO – For Oracle Primavera customers


Latest Smarter.BI Applications

	Smarter Football …powered by Qlik
	#CyberHygiene – Cyber Security Scorecard
	Smarter.ECM – For BlackBerry Workspaces
	Smarter.WDR – For Wholesale Distribution & Retail sector
	Smarter.U4F – For Unit 4 Financials (CODA) customers


Introducing Smarter.BI

Differentia Consulting has expanded Qlik Analytics’ added value by offering an #AI enabled Smarter.BI (#SmarterBI) approach as part of an enterprise performance management (EPM) and operational decision support layer, powered by the Qlik Data Analytics and Integration platform. This reduces risk and overall cost of ownership of business systems whilst delivering decision-making insight to a world-class standard.  AI, Qlik automation and intelligent data-driven alerts can be included to ensure decision-makers are able to stay informed and manage by exception no matter where they are, day or night.

Our Smarter.BI dashboard-applications, for example, powered by the Qlik Analytics platform provide templates for technologies such as JD Edwards and functional areas such as Finance, Supply Chain, PMO and WFM/HCM/HR reduce time to value and increase product adoption.  Delivered as part of a highly available decision-making platform #HADMP. The Qlik Data Analytics Platform is uniquely positioned to enable Smarter.BI solutions combined with automation capability and Qlik third-party tools and extensions located on world-class secure infrastructure to drive real business value.

Bespoke or tailored Smarter.BI operational intelligence dashboard applications are a way of creating additional competitive advantage.

Find out more




JD Edwards
Popular JD Edwards Services:

	JD Edwards Consulting
	JD Edwards Upgrade
	JD Edwards Implementation
	JD Edwards Technical CNC
	JD Edwards UX One


Introducing JD Edwards

Differentia Consulting has been offering comprehensive solutions for Oracle’s JD Edwards World and EnterpriseOne suite clients since 2002.

Differentia Consulting works closely with our clients to select and amalgamate additional elements to their JD Edwards solution so that the system continually meets the demands of the business. This means looking primarily at options for upgrading, implementation of new functionality, and identifying solutions to problems not catered for directly within the product.

Find out more




Alteryx
Introducing Alteryx

Companies of all sizes realise the tremendous potential for data, but many struggle with turning that data into something they can take action upon, quickly enough for it to make a difference. Legacy approaches and tools for analytics have simply slowed them down even more. And, analysts in line-of-business departments such as sales, marketing, and finance are exhausting the capabilities of Microsoft Excel and other point solutions, and have grown tired of having to depend on data scientists and IT staff for data blending, analytics, and sharing of insight.

Find out more Try Alteryx for FREE




GRC
Security/GRC

	GRC
	#CyberHygiene
	SecuPi – Data Privacy


GRC News

Introducing GRC

Governance Risk and Compliance, GRC, aims to synchronize information delivery, governance, and security, to operate more efficiently, enable effective information sharing, more effectively report activities and avoid wasteful overlaps, whilst adhering to compliance requirements.

Adopting a strategy of Zero Trust Differentia Consulting offers GRC Solutions, providing Enterprise Collaboration through the integration of GRC Systems and next-generation Solutions. We specialise in Enterprise, Advanced and Cloud-Based Analytics, Managed Services, and Training Services to support businesses in achieving highly available hybrid decision-making platforms accessible on-premise and in the cloud as securely as possible.

Find out more




Cyferd
Cyferd – Digital Transformation

	Cyferd


Cyferd News

	Differentia Consulting announce Harmony for Qlik
	Cyferd Announce Neural Genesis, AI Software


Introducing Cyferd

Experience flexible business transformation with the Cyferd platform. Eliminate lengthy development cycles and embrace accelerated innovation. The Cyferd platform empowers you to swiftly create customised apps powered by AI, reducing time-to-value from months to minutes. Seamlessly integrate AI-enabled workflows into a unified, efficient experience, maximising your team’s productivity and operational effectiveness. With capacity pricing, ensure scalability while optimising your return on investment. Empower your organisation to lead the digital transformation and outpace competitors.

Find out more













Differentia Consulting provides: BI data pipelines, data analytics, Reporting, and ERP consulting, solutions, resourcing, support, and training services, partnering with our clients since 2002.

Differentia Consulting clients come from all sectors and core business transactional technologies. Differentia Consulting’s ERP heritage supported the move into the: Enterprise BI, Data/Integration/Analytics/Automation, active intelligence space, with Smarter.BI …powered by Qlik. Delivering value to clients’ C-Suite as they discover their business, achieve operational excellence, adopt data and analytics strategies to deliver hyperautomation. 

Differentia Consulting enable clients to be more agile as they become data driven, upskilling their teams, to increase data literacy and using data for continued competitive advantage, as we evolve deeper into the data economy, encompassing the Internet of Things and Big Data.

Differentia Consulting has an excellent reputation for enabling next-generation organisations too, that embrace cloud-based services to run their operations, to improve their performance primarily through the analysis of existing business problems and the development of plans for improvement utilising disruptive and Lean IT technologies. Such as, with our #SmarterBI offerings powered by the Qlik Cloud, Data & Analytics platform, as part of the solution.

Differentia Consulting has added security, governance risk, and compliance solutions (GRC) to our portfolio and can offer both solutions and services to improve your cyber posture to protect data at rest and help manage data supply chain risk.

Differentia Consulting partners with Qlik (Qlik Cloud Data & Analytics platform; Qlik Sense , QlikView, NPrinting, Qlik Data Integration, Talend and Stitch), Oracle (JD Edwards ERP), Microsoft & AWS (Cloud hosting),  Alteryx (Data Blending), Cyferd (Digital Transformation), ancoreSoft (Reporting and Mapping),  Tangent Works (ML), TimeXtender (Data Warehouse Automation, DWA) and  ZenOptics (Analytics Catalogue, Report Governance, and Workflow Automation).

About







Contact us today.

Differentia Consulting adds value by providing you with a range of solutions tailored for your specific Function, Sector, ERP or BI/Big Data needs.
Trusted by our clients and partners since 2002.

Call us on +44 1494 622 600

Enquire
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Our Partnerships
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Sign up for our Quarterly Newsletter




 



















- we never share your data


I confirm that I am over 16, and would like to receive Differentia Consulting's quarterly newsletter



I have read Differentia Consulting's Privacy Policy





Please enter your details...














Please leave this field empty.


I consent to Differentia Consulting keeping
the personal details I have provided to email me quarterly newsletters.





This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google

Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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Differentia Consulting Cookie Notice
Differentia Consulting websites use cookies to improve your experience, and for analysis.

Be assured that: We will never sell your data to third parties 



To continue click Accept Cookies alternatively click Cookie Settings to allow you to decide the types of cookies to allow during your visit. (This may impact how the sites perform.)



Feel free to read more about, and access our Cookie Policy and then press Accept when ready to view. There is a Cookie Reset button on the Cookie Policy page. 



Differentia Consulting would like to thank you for taking the time to view our policy and websites.
Click Here





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. 










Non-necessary 


Non-necessary







Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	CONSENT	16 years 5 months 13 days 6 hours	These cookies are set via embedded youtube-videos. They register anonymous statistical data on for example how many times the video is displayed and what settings are used for playback.No sensitive data is collected unless you log in to your google account, in that case your choices are linked with your account, for example if you click “like” on a video.
	_ga	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_7663490_3	1 minute	This cookie is set by Google and is used to distinguish users.
	_ga_C8ZHXWKXLG	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gid	1 day	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to store information of how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics report of how the website is doing. The data collected including the number visitors, the source where they have come from, and the pages visted in an anonymous form.
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Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how the user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. This is used to present users with ads that are relevant to them according to the user profile.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	This cookie is set by doubleclick.net. The purpose of the cookie is to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by Youtube. Used to track the information of the embedded YouTube videos on a website.
	YSC	session	This cookies is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
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Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is a cookie generated by the Application load balancer in the Amazon Web Services. It works slightly different from AWSELB.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	1 year	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	No description available.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	No description available.
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